We compute derived quantities for various values of the model parameter of the Cornell potential model for the S-wave heavy quarkonia with radial quantum numbers n = 1, 2, and 3. Our results can be used to determine leading and relative-order-v 2 nonrelativistic quantum chromodynamics matrix elements for S-wave charmonia and bottomonia such as ψ(2S), η c (2S), and Υ(nS) for n = 1, 2, and 3. These matrix elements will be essential ingredients for resumming relativistic corrections to processes involving those S-wave heavy quarkonium states.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting recent developments in heavy-quarkonium phenomenology is the introduction of a new technique for resumming relativistic corrections to S-wave quarkonium production and decay rates. The technique resums corrections to all orders in the heavy-quark velocity v in the heavy-quark-antiquark (QQ) rest frame [1, 2] within the color-singlet mechanism of the nonrelativistic quantum chromodynamics (NRQCD) factorization approach [3] . With the method, the relative-order-v 2 NRQCD matrix element for the S-wave charmonium, which has a power-ultraviolet divergence and needs subtraction, has been evaluated with improved accuracy [1, 2] compared with lattice calculations [4] and with the determination [5] obtained by using the Gremm-Kapustin relation [6] . In Ref. [1] , the generalized version of the Gremm-Kapustin relation within the Cornell potential model [7] was derived. The generalized Gremm-Kapustin relation allows one to resum a class of relativistic corrections in a potential-model color-singlet QQ wave function. The resummation method has also been applied to determine leading-order NRQCD matrix elements for the 1S charmonium states. The resultant values for the matrix elements are significantly greater than those known previously [1, 2] . In addition, the method has provided a reasonable solution [8] to the long-standing puzzle of the cross section for e + e − → J/ψ + η c measured at the B-factories [9] , which has been one of the greatest discrepancies between theory and experiment within the Standard Model.
Therefore, it is worthwhile to extend this method to study radially excited S-wave charmonia, ψ(2S) and η c (2S), and spin-triplet S-wave bottomonia, Υ(nS), with radial quantum numbers n = 1, 2, and 3. Unfortunately, the potential-model parameters and derived quantities reported in Ref. [1] are only for the 1S and the 2S states. The tabulation of the parameters in Ref. [1] is not convenient to use in combination with the improved version of the resummation method reported in Ref. [2] , which considered only the 1S charmonium states.
In this paper, we compute derived quantities for various values of the model parameter of the Cornell potential model for S-wave heavy quarkonia with radial quantum numbers n = 1, 2, and 3. The Cornell potential is a linear combination of the Coulomb and linear potentials. Following Ref. [7] , we rescale the Schrödinger equation and solve the equation numerically for various values of the model parameter λ, which determines the strength of the Coulomb potential relative to the linear potential. To achieve improved accuracies in calculating energy eigenvalues, we use the numerical method 1 given in Refs. [11, 12] .
The potential-model parameters and derived quantities are listed as functions of λ. These parameters are ready for use to determine leading and relative-order-v 2 color-singlet NRQCD matrix elements for both S-wave charmonia and bottomonia.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a brief description of the Cornell potential model. Our numerical results are given in Sec. III, which is followed by a discussion in Sec. IV.
II. POTENTIAL MODEL
In order to compute leading and higher-order color-singlet NRQCD matrix elements for an S-wave heavy quarkonium with the radial quantum number n = 1, 2, or 3, we need to compute the binding energy ǫ nS of the nS state that appears in the generalized GremmKapustin relation [1, 6] . In this section, we describe briefly the Cornell potential model [7] that we use to compute ǫ nS . We refer the reader to Refs. [1, 2] which contain more complete descriptions of the model in conjunction with the NRQCD factorization formalism and the resummation technique for relativistic corrections to quarkonium processes.
We employ the Cornell potential [7] , which parametrizes the QQ potential V (r) as a linear combination of the Coulomb and linear potentials:
where κ is a model parameter for the Coulomb strength and σ is the string tension. The relation between the string tension σ and the corresponding parameter a in the original formulation of the Cornell potential model [7] is a = 1/ √ σ. By varying the parameters in the Cornell potential, one can obtain good fits to lattice measurements of the QQ static potential [13] . Therefore, we assume that the use of the Cornell parametrization of the QQ potential should result in errors that are much less than the order-v 2 errors (about 30% for a charmonium and about 10% for a bottomonium) that are inherent in the leading-potential approximation to NRQCD [1, 2] .
The Schrödinger equation for the S-wave radial wave function R nS (r) with the radial quantum number n is
where m is the quark mass and ǫ nS is the binding energy for the nS state. The model parameter m is distinguished from the heavy-quark mass m Q that appears in the short-distance coefficients of NRQCD factorization formulas. For an S-wave state, the wave function is
The Schrödinger equation in Eq. (2) depends on the model parameters m and κ, where we assume that the string tension σ is common to both charmonium and bottomonium states and that the value for σ can be determined from lattice measurements of the QQ static potential. Then, the dependence on the flavor appears through m and κ. Introducing the scaled radius ρ and scaled coupling λ [7] ,
which are dimensionless, one can rewrite the radial equation in Eq. (2) as [7] 
where u nS (ρ) and ζ nS are the dimensionless radial wave function and the dimensionless energy eigenvalue of the nS state, respectively. The relation between R nS (r) and u nS (ρ) is
where the wave functions are normalized according to
The binding energy is related to the dimensionless eigenvalue ζ nS as
Note that Eq. (4) depends only on λ. Therefore, the scaled equation can be solved for a given λ to get the wave function u nS (ρ) and the eigenvalue ζ nS . The flavor dependence appears when we invert them to get the radial wave function R nS (r) and the energy eigenvalue ǫ nS . In this step, m looks independent of the model parameter λ. However, we can express m in terms of σ, λ, and the 1S-2S mass splitting [1, 2, 7] :
For S-wave states, the wave function at the origin ψ nS (0) = R nS (0)/ √ 4π can be expressed
where F nS (λ) is the expectation value of 1/ρ 2 for the nS state:
For purposes of computation of the NRQCD matrix elements, it is convenient to express those matrix elements in terms of the potential-model parameters listed above. A convenient parametrization can be found in Ref. [2] . According to Ref. [2] , the leading-order NRQCD matrix element for the S-wave heavy quarkonium depends on λ, m(λ), and F nS (λ). The ratio of the relative-order-v 2 NRQCD matrix element to the leading-order one is proportional to ζ nS (λ). The electromagnetic decay rate for the quarkonium, in which relativistic corrections to all orders in v are resummed, is expressed in terms of these NRQCD matrix elements [2] . Because m(λ), F nS (λ), and ζ nS (λ) depend on λ, the decay rate is completely determined by λ. Determination of the best value for λ can be made by imposing a requirement that the resummed formula for the decay rate should reproduce the measured rate. Therefore, the leading-order and the relative-order-v 2 NRQCD matrix elements are completely determined [2] .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we list our numerical values for the parameters and derived quantities for the S-wave heavy quarkonia with radial quantum numbers n = 1, 2, and 3. In order to provide a set of parameters that can be used for both charmonia and bottomonia, we list the values for ζ nS and F nS that are common to both cases. In Table I , we tabulate those values as functions of the model parameter λ, whose range has been chosen so that the parameters can be used to determine the NRQCD matrix elements for both charmonia and bottomonia.
The dependence of the eigenvalues ζ nS and F nS on λ are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively.
In Ref. [11] , the authors solved the Schrödinger equation in Eq. (2) numerically by using the inverse iteration method introduced in Ref. [12] . The method uses a trial wave packet which is a linear combination of the eigenfunctions for a given system and the amplification operator of the form (H − ζ trial ) −1 , where H is the Hamiltonian of the system and ζ trial is a trial eigenvalue. If this operator acts on an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian, then the operator yields a multiplicative factor (ζ − ζ trial ) −1 , where ζ is the eigenvalue of that eigenfunction. As ζ trial gets closer to ζ, the multiplicative factor blows up. Therefore, if this operator acts on a wave packet, then an eigenfunction, whose eigenvalue is the nearest to ζ trial , is selectively amplified. Therefore, by applying the operator repeatedly, one could obtain the eigenfunction and the corresponding eigenvalue from the expectation value of the Hamiltonian. By varying ζ trial , one could also obtain the energy spectrum. The details of the numerical method can be found in Refs. [11, 12] . Here, we use this method to generate Table I .
If one substitutes ζ nS (λ) listed in Table I and the measured 1S-2S mass splitting for either the charmonium or the bottomonium into Eq. (8), one can obtain the mass parameter m(λ)
as a function of λ. ǫ nS and ψ nS (0) are calculable by substituting the parameters ζ nS (λ), m(λ), and F nS (λ) into Eqs. (7) and (9), respectively. A convenient way to determine the optimal value for the parameter λ is given in Refs. [1, 2] . branching fractions and charm-momentum distributions for the inclusive charm production in Υ(nS) decays, which are being analyzed by the CLEO Collaboration [14] . The result listed in this paper can also be used to determine the NRQCD matrix elements for the 2S charmonium states. Once recent studies [15, 16, 17] to compute relativistic corrections to the leptonic width of the S-wave spin-triplet quarkonium are extended to complete the resummation of relativistic corrections to the process at next-to-leading order in α s , our results can also be used to determine the leading-order and relative-order-v 2 NRQCD matrix elements for the S-wave quarkonium with accuracies better than the best available values in Ref. [2] .
